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Résumé en
français
The Maximum Balanced Biclique Problem (MBBP) is a prominent model with
numerous applications. Yet, the problem is NP-hard and thus computationally
challenging. We propose novel ideas for designing effective exact algorithms for MBBP
in bipartite graphs. First, an Upper Bound Propagation (UBP) procedure to pre-
compute an upper bound involving each vertex is introduced. Then we extend a simple
Branch-and-Bound (B&B) algorithm by integrating the pre-computed upper bounds.
Based on UBP, we also study a new integer linear programming model of MBBP which
is more compact than an existing formulation (Dawande, Keskinocak, Swaminathan, &
Tayur, 2001). We introduce new valid inequalities induced from the upper bounds to
tighten these mathematical formulations for MBBP. Experiments with random
bipartite graphs demonstrate the efficiency of the extended B&B algorithm and the
valid inequalities generated on demand. Further tests with 30 real-life instances show
that, for at least three very large graphs, the new approaches improve the
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